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It’s goodbye Oakland,
and hello to Las Vegas

Council
targets
outdoor
pot plants
Measure could bar even
personal medical grows
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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JUBILATION IN LAS VEGAS: Matt Gutierrez carries a Raiders flag by a sign welcoming visitors to Las Vegas on Monday. NFL team owners approved the move of the
Raiders to Las Vegas in a vote at annual league meetings in Phoenix.

NFL owners approve franchise’s relocation, to chagrin of Bay Area fans
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in Iraq

his team $750 million in public
financing, 31 of the 32 league’s
owners voted YES. (The Miami
Dolphins were the only dissenters.) Then they all winked
at one another, knowing it one
day could be any of them seeking a similar blessing.
Here in the Bay Area, Raiders fans are understandably
mournful. That includes Santa
Rosa, where the team trained
from 1963 to 1984.
When I was idolizing Reggie
Jackson and Ken Stabler in
the 1970s, they called Oakland
the City of Champions. The

As deaths mount, some
wonder if Pentagon is
now quicker to bomb
BEN MARGOT / ASSOCIATED PRESS

HEARTBREAK IN OAKLAND: Raiders fan Eric Allen watches TV coverage of the
team’s move Monday at Ricky’s Sports Theatre & Grill in San Leandro.

Critics say Republican
can’t lead Russia probe;
Kushner draws scrutiny
By KAROUN DEMIRJIAN
AND GREG MILLER
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The chairman of the House Intelligence
Committee acknowledged Monday that he had made a secret
visit to the White House last
week to view intelligence files
he then cited as proof of potentially improper spying activity
against President Trump, casting new doubt on the independence of a congressional inves-
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tigation into Russian election
interference.
The admission by Rep. Devin
Nunes, R-Tulare, triggered
calls among Democrats for his
removal as chairman of the
House panel, and bipartisan appeals for an independent probe
of Kremlin meddling in the
2016 election and potential connections between Russia and
Trump associates.
The development coincided
with the disclosure that Trump’s
son-in-law and close adviser,
Jared Kushner, had privately
met in December with the chief
executive of a Russian bank being targeted by U.S. sanctions,
and that Kushner has agreed
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to discuss such
contacts with
the Senate Intelligence Committee.
Trump
administration officials sought to
play down the
Devin
significance of
Nunes
both developments, describing Kushner’s
contacts as inconsequential and
refusing to answer questions
about the Nunes visit. “I’m not
going to get into who he met
with or why he met with them,”
White House spokesman Sean
Spicer said.
The meeting with a source

NEW YORK TIMES

and his review of intelligence
material apparently occurred
in a secure space for handling
classified files within the Old
Executive Office Building adjacent to the White House. Nunes
returned to the White House
the next day — bypassing colleagues on the House committee
— supposedly to brief Trump on
what he had learned.
The attempts to keep such
matters hidden from public
view, however, added to the perception that the Trump administration has failed to be forthcoming about contacts with
Russia and is working with alTURN TO NUNES » PAGE A2
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Raiders were the life of the party during summer practices in Santa Rosa / B1
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By TIM ARANGO
MOSUL, Iraq — Scores of Iraqi
civilians, some of them still alive
and calling out for help, were
buried for days under the rubble
of their homes in west Mosul after U.S.-led airstrikes flattened
almost an entire city block.
At the site on Sunday, more
than a week after the bombing
runs, reporters for the New York
Times saw weary survivors trying to find bodies in the wreckage. Iraqi officials said the final
death toll could reach 200 killed,
or even more. That would make
it one of the worst instances of
civilian casualties from an attack by U.S.-led forces during
the long American military
presence in Iraq, starting with
the Persian Gulf war in 1991.
The pace of fighting against
the Islamic State here has grown
more urgent, with Iraqi officers
saying the U.S.-led coalition has
been quicker to strike at urban
targets from the air with less
time to weigh the risks for civilians. They say the change is a
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PHIL BARBER

he Raiders like to talk
about their Oakland
roots. But let’s face it,
those roots were nothing that
a $750 million check couldn’t
sever.
Mark Davis’ team is on the
move again. The Raiders, those
jaunty travelers, took off for
Los Angeles in 1981 and made a
triumphant return to Oakland
in 1995. Now, thanks to a landslide vote by NFL owners at
their annual meeting in Phoenix, they will be jetting to Las
Vegas sometime between now
and 2020, when a new domed
stadium there will be ready for
action.
Eyes aglow at the thought of
divvying up the Raiders’ relocation fee (expected to be about
$350 million), hearts aflutter
as they weighed the precedent
set by the state of Nevada in
pledging to hand Davis and
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Santa Rosa is poised to ban
outdoor cannabis cultivation
before backyard growers get too
invested in gardens that could
become illegal later this year.
The City Council today will
consider a 45-day moratorium
on all outdoor cannabis grows
within city limits, a practice
medical cannabis users have
long enjoyed for personal use
but which the city worries will
take off following the state’s legalization of recreational pot.
“The growing season starts in
April, so we really want to make
sure we got in front of that by
putting this in place to give us
time to evaluate what the issues
are,” said David Guhin, director
of planning and economic development.
But the move, which would
go into effect immediately as an
“urgency ordinance,” has opponents.
“I think that would be a travesty,” said Jesse Navaez, co-owner of Deep Roots, a hydroponics
supply store with locations in
Santa Rosa and Sebastopol.
Navaez said most cultivation
in Santa Rosa, about 75 percent,
probably takes place indoors.
Nevertheless, many people who
don’t have the space or expertise
to grow indoors or the money to

REVERSAL ON CLIMATE RULES: President
Trump to order EPA to lift restrictions on
emissions for coal plants / A5
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